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I am responsible. When anyone,
anywhere, reaches out for help, I
want the hand of AA always to be
there. And for that: I am responsible.

“Were entirely ready to
have God remove all these
defects of character.”

Why Step 6 Is Important for Recovery
The reason why Step 6 is so important in the
process is that it focuses on the willingness to
change the old behaviors that contributed to the
alcohol problem. Stopping drinking without addressing those behaviors makes it easier to slip
back into your old habits.

How Step 6
Works

That is why Steps 4 through 7 are in the middle of
the 12 steps. If you don't admit you have
shortcomings and take steps to address those
issues, then a spiritual awakening may never
come. It's all about being honest with yourself
and those around you.

The idea behind this phase of 12-step
recovery—Steps 4 through 7—is to
address some of the personal
issues, shortcomings, and character
defects that may have been a factor in
your decision to begin drinking in the
first place.
If you simply stop drinking and do not
address some of these other
issues, they could lead you into
situations that may cause you
to relapse. For example, if the way you
express anger or the way you handle
rejection is a problem for others around
you, you could end up ruining a relationship, and that could cause you to
pick up a drink again.

Identifying your shortcomings and admitting them is not
the end of the process. Becoming "entirely ready" to do
something about them is key to the solution.

What You Can Do
Practical things that you can do to work toward understanding and
overcoming your problematic behaviors include:

•
•
•
•

Furthermore, if you "only" quit
drinking and you don't address your
other issues, you could end up what
some call a "dry drunk," meaning you
may become bitter and resentful. In
which case, you may be sober but very
unhappy.

•

List your faults, weaknesses, or challenges.
For each one, note the ways that the problem affects your behavior.
Write down the effect this fault has both on you and on others.
Ask yourself what feelings are associated with this weakness. Are
such behaviors intended to minimize or hide distressing emotions?
Consider what your life would be like if you did not engage in these
behaviors. What are some strategies that you could use instead that
would be more productive?
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If we still cling to something we will not let go, we
ask God to help us be willing.
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Thinking of these issues in this way can help you better recognize the way
they influence your moods and behaviors. It can also allow you to see the
benefits of changing, which will ultimately improve your willingness and
motivation to change.
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History of Step 6

Helpful Strategies

Step 6 introduces the phrase "defects of
character." It is important to
understand that the origin of this
phrase stems from how alcohol and
substance use were conceptualized in
earlier editions of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM).

There are some things that may help you
approach Step 6. These include:

When Alcoholics Anonymous first
emerged, the DSM listed alcoholism and
addiction as personality disorders. It
was a psychological approach to
addiction that viewed substance and
alcohol abuse as a result of addictive
personality traits.
Today, researchers and clinicians
understand that alcohol and
substance misuse are brain-based
conditions. However, many of the
behaviors that are the result of
alcohol and substance misuse—such
as denial—are obstacles on the road to
recovery. Learning to recognize these
behaviors as problematic and being
willing to change them are
essential for long-term recovery.

Dear God, I
am ready for
Your help in
removing
from me the
defects of
character
which I now realize are
obstacles to my recovery. Help
me to continue being honest
with myself and guide me
toward spiritual and mental
health.
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Humility
Working Step 6 is simply working the first five
steps, and then getting humble. This is not easy for
many alcoholics. Working the first five steps seems
grueling at first, but they manage to do it. Then the
"humble" part steps in. How do you make yourself
humble? If the messages of the first five steps sink
in, you find humility. If the message somehow
escaped you, go back and work on them again, find
out what you did wrong, and then try this step
again.
People also often reflect on the times they had hurt
friends, family, and employers, but rationalized
their behavior and blamed the one who was injured.
In working the steps and accepting responsibility
for the consequences of their actions and
omissions, people may experience shame and
remorse.

Specificity
During Stage 6, it is important to be specific about
some of the character faults that may have contributed to the onset and maintenance of an alcohol use
disorder. Rather than simply stating that you have
anger issues, look at the underlying triggers and
consequences of that anger. In order to truly accept
and then let go of these defects, you need to identify and recognize them for what they are.

Acceptance
The goal of Stage 6 is not to engage in selfcondemnation or shaming. Instead, it is about
looking at yourself with honesty and accepting the
things that have played a part in your drinking
problem. By showing yourself acceptance and then
submitting to a higher power, you can work toward
letting go of the behaviors that are holding you
back from truly achieving your goals.
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Tradition Six

Copyright © The A.A.
Grapevine, Inc., May 1948
The sixth of our Twelve Points
of AA Tradition is deemed so
important that it states at
length the relation of the AA
movement to money and
property.
This Tradition declares in
substance that the
accumulation of money,
property, and the unwanted
personal authority so often
generated by material wealth
comprise a cluster of serious
hazards against which an AA
group must ever be on guard.
Tradition Six also enjoins the
group never to go into
business nor ever to lend the
AA name or money credit to
any “outside” enterprise, no
matter how good. Strongly
expressed is the opinion that
even clubs should not bear
the AA name; that they ought
to be separately incorporated
and managed by those
individual AAs who need or
want clubs enough to
financially support them.
We would thus divide the
spiritual from the material,
confine the AA movement to
its sole aim, and ensure
(however wealthy as
individuals we may become)
that AA itself shall always
remain poor. We dare not risk
the distractions of corporate
wealth. They have become
certainties, absolute verities
for us.
Thank God, we AAs have
never yet been caught in the
kind of religious or political
disputes which embroil the
world of today.
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“An AA Group ought never endorse, finance,
or lend the AA name to any related facility, or
outside enterprise, lest problems of money,
property and prestige divert us from our
primary purpose.”

But we ought to face the fact that we have often
quarreled violently about money, property, and
the administration thereof.
Money, in quantity, has always been a baleful
influence in group life. Let a well-meaning donor
present an AA group with a sizable sum and we
break loose. Nor does trouble abate until that
group, as such, somehow disposes of its
bankroll. This experience is practically universal.
“But,” say our friends, “isn’t this a confession of
weakness? Other organizations do a lot of good
with money. Why not AA?”
Of course, we of AA would be the first to say
that many a fine enterprise does a lot of good
with a lot of money. To these efforts money is
usually primary; it is their lifeblood. But money
is not the lifeblood of AA. With us, it is very
secondary. Even in small quantities, it is
scarcely more than a necessary nuisance,
something we wish we could do without entirely.
Why is that so?
We explain that easily enough; we don’t need
money. The core of AA procedure is one
alcoholic talking to another, whether that be
sitting on a curbstone, in a home, or at a
meeting. It’s the message, not the place; it’s
the talk, not the alms. That does our work. Just
places to meet and talk, that’s about all AA
needs. Beyond these, a few small offices, a few
secretaries at their desks, a few dollars apiece a
year, easily met by voluntary contributions.
Trivial indeed, our expenses!
Nowadays, the AA group answers its
well-wishers saying: “Our expenses are trifling.
As good earners, we can easily pay them. As we
neither need nor want money, why risk its
hazards? We’d rather stay poor. Thanks just the
same!
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June 2022
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

8

9

10

11
Vance D., 2 yrs @
Basic Text

5

6

12
Martha K., 26 yrs
@ Solomon’s
On-Line

13
14
Adria K., 1 year @
Emotional
Sobriety

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
Pete D., 1 year @
The Hollywood
Group
_______________
Lisa T., 9 yrs @ The
North Beach
Women’s Meeting

22

23

24

25

26
David Y., 6 yrs @
Solomon's

27

28

29

30
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7
Angie S., 9 yrs @
Lexington Park Big
Book

Thu
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July 2022
Sun

Mon

3

4
Cole B., 2 yrs @
More Will Be
Revealed

10
Brandi D, 8 yrs
@ ODAAT

Tue

5

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

6

7

8

9

11
12
Susan B., 4 yrs @
More Will Be
Revealed

13

14
John D., 8 yrs @
Almost Normal

15
Joe H., 21 yrs
and Mary F., 22
yrs @
Leonardtown
Group

16

17

18

19

20

21
Keith H., 33 yrs
@ Almost
Normal

22
Timmy T., 9 yrs
@ Not Quite
Right

23

24
Brittany J., 3 yrs
@ ODAAT

25
26
Brian B., 6 yrs @
More Will Be
Revealed

27

28
29
David M., 27 yrs
@ Poplar Hill

30

31
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June 24-26 50th Annual Area 29 State Convention
Clarion Inn Frederick Event Center, 5400 Holiday Drive, Frederick MD 21701
July 16 Area Committee, hosted by District 10 Northeast Baltimore region, St.
John’s Lutheran Church, 8808 Harford Road, Parkville, MD 21234

August 13 Area 29 Assembly
Severna Park United Methodist Church, 731 Benfield Rd., Severna Park, MD
September 17 Area Committee, hosted by District 37 Eastern Shore
Location TBD
October 15 Area Assembly: Area 29 Inventory
Severna Park United Methodist Church, 731 Benfield Rd., Severna Park, MD
November 12 Area Committee: Host District needed
December 10 Area Assembly, hosted by District 40 Frederick County
Location TBD
• Zoom link for Hybrid option will be included in emailed meeting invitation each
month
• 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. Coffee, donuts, and fellowshipping
• 8:30 to 9 a.m. Orientation for new GSRs and DCMs
• 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Business Meeting
• Until restrictions are lifted, meetings will be subject to COVID restrictions as
determined by the facility. These will be communicated via email prior to that
meeting.
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Opening: Bill L. opened with Serenity Prayer.
Board Members present: Bill L. - Chair, Rob A. – Poplar Hill, Rebecca B. – Treasurer, and Tressie F.
Secretary
Group & Committees Represented: Rick W. – Inspiration group, Lorraine J. – Bedouin Group, Rev – Early
Bird, Jeremy B. – Harmony, Scott T. – Sunderland, Dan W. – St. Charles Step, Jamie R. – North Beach,
Zee S. – Sunday Morning Sobriety, Allan C. – Prince Fredrick Big Book, Melissa – Phone chair, Pat P. –
Where & When chair, Janine W. – Area 29 registrar
SMIA Chair Report: Bill – Nothing to report

Vice-Chair Report: Katherine L. not available.
Secretary Report: Read by Tressie F. – April 2022 minutes were accepted as read with corrections.
Treasurer Report: Rebecca B. – 3/24 – 4/24 report provided. Total assets $13,379.76, which include
prudent reserve, PayPal, petty cash and bookstall cash on hand. The treasurers report available online
at SMIA website https://somdintergroup.org/index.html under SMIA Finances.
Committee Reports
Archives: Position is open, and we need a volunteer.

Bill will set up digital library.

Bookstall: Buddy not present but written report provided. Six online orders were filled for total of
$205.05. Buddy will be placing a large order for chips and a few literature items
Bridging the Gap: - Bill – this position is somewhat redundant with C&T. It was recommended that the
SMIA position be disbanded, and each district be responsible for this program. A motion was made,
voted on, and passed. Jeanine is the SMIA liaison.
Lifeline: Keith unavailable. Bill prepared this edition. Rev provided copies.
Phone report: Melissa – received 51 calls for a total of 100 minutes.
Serenity Breakfast: Buddy left written report. Estimate a $500 profit with ticket sales and proceeds
from 50/50 raffle and silent auction. If you cannot attend, please consider sponsoring someone to a
attend. Rebecca left silent auction item at top of cabinet. Tressie and Loraine turned in 7 unsold
tickets and money.
Gratitude Dinner: Nothing to report.
Corrections and Treatment: Charles County – Dan – 6 meetings to RCA and 1 to Jude house a week.
Calvert – Lorraine – there are still technical issues. St. Mary’s – no report.
PI/CPC: St. Mary’s – Mary F. – no report. Charles – no report. Calvert still needs a chair.
Where and When: Pat P. – PDF is being updated. Tressie bought a box to the SMIA meeting. There are
five boxes left. Tressie noted distribution is lower than previous years but believes many people rely
on phone apps – SMIA and Meeting Guide. Continued on next page
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Website: Bill L. gave report.
Total Visitors (initial visit)

3523– Up 16.00 %

5 Most Frequently visited pages

Home Page – 5154
Where and When Calendar – 555
Where and When Search – 432
On-Line Meetings– 423
Anniversary Calendar - 116

Referring Sites

Direct
Others
Search Engines – Google, Yahoo, DuckDuckGo

The SMIA On-Line Bookstall had 382 new visitors since the March meeting. 4 new orders were submitted, and all are processing
Site Updates and Changes
The District 1 json feed for the Meeting Guide app was terminated. All meetings in the SMIA service
area are now reflected in the SMIA json feed. The SMIA logo was added to the Meeting Guide App for
all meetings listed by the SMIA.
Meeting Change Information
Blue Top @ Noon changed the meeting format for all meetings. The Keep It Real On-Line meeting
was terminated
Currently there are 130 meetings in our service area; 118 meetings are in-person, 10 meetings are
hybrid, 4 meetings are on-line only, and 8 meetings are reported as suspended. Of those 8, 4 have
an on-line presence
Document Posts and Updates
Where and When PDF updated – 5/11/22
Mobile App 2021 v3.2.3 released – 5/3/22
Lifeline Posted – 5/3/22
Finance Page updated – 4/26/22
SMIA Minutes Posted – 4/18/22
*Important note about on-line meeting names– The SMIA will not list a meeting or post flyers where
the name of the meeting includes the vendor host (i.e. Zoom, GoogleMeet, etc). It will simply be listed
as “On-Line” with the preceding name, e.g. Solomon’s On-Line rather than Solomon’s Zoom.
Old Business – Bill did the second reading of a new amendment (Article 1 Amendment IV) to the SMIA
by-laws to extend the Chair and Secretary positions one year until April 2023. It was voted on and
passed. He will update the by-laws and circulate to board members for signature.
New Business – None.
For the Good of the Order: AA 87th anniversary is being celebrated June 10th – Founders Day (flyer
available). Rebecca has 3 years at Harmony on May 16th.
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The SMIA would like to extend thanks to
John and Buddy for a tremendous
Serenity Breakfast! The speaker, Dave D,
was superb, the food was excellent, and
the fellowship was incredible. This event
supports SMIA contributions which
increases our ability to serve the
Southern Maryland community. We’d
also like to thank Dave for his time and a
solid message of experience, strength, and hope. Also, lets not
forget those who provided items for the silent auction!

The next SMIA Meeting will be held on Saturday, April 9th, 2022
at 10:00 AM. You can join us in person at the
Immaculate Conception Church
28297 Old Village Road,
Mechanicsville, MS 20659
or via Zoom at
https://zoom.us/j/99982597908?
pwd=QzVLcUZrVHdacFIrYUNZN21tdkluQT09

Our primary purpose is to help the still suffering alcoholic. The
SMIA is committed to this principle and provides a 24x7
Telephone Service. We need phone volunteers! Go to our
website, www.somdintergroup.org. Click on the Phone List
link, complete the online form - this is a secure method to add
your name to the 12 Step Call List Step Call List. This protected
information is only shared with the Phone Committee Chair.
You will be amazed before you’re half way through .

The SMIA Team
Chair—Bill L.
Vice Chair—Katherine L
Secretary—Tressie F.
Treasurer—Rebecca B.
Parliamentarian—Rob A.
Where and When—Pat P.
Lifeline—Keith H.
Telephone—Melissa W.
Website—Bill L.
Bookstall-Buddy F.

SPOTLIGHT ON SERVICE
The SMIA values service as a fundamental
element of our recovery, and reinforces
unity, so the three legacies are fulfilled.
Those who have committed themselves to
the spirit of the 12th Step often find the
personal benefits have been astounding,
even if they don't recognize it right away.
Often, the joy we attain from a service
driven life comes on subltly and simply
becomes part of the fabric of our lives. We
no longer feel like we 'have to do it", but
rather that we enjoy it.

The Lifeline publishes "Spotlight On
Service" to give our members an
opportunity to highlight how service work
has impacted their road to recovery, and
how it has enriched their lives.
We publish this article monthly, and we
welcome your stories.
Follow the link below to submit your service
story

The deadline for SMIA
Lifeline content is the 27th of
each month

https://somdintergroup.org/sos.html

WHAT WORKS FOR YOU?
The Lifeline is an unofficial newsletter published by the Southern
Maryland Intergroup Association, Inc. Any opinions expressed are
those of the writers. They are not endorsed by SMIA, any group or AA as
a whole. Group secretaries and individuals are encouraged to send
group news, anniversaries and events. Material may be edited for space
and content. Please send all Lifeline correspondence to:
lifeline@somdaa.org
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What are things that your sponsor taught you,
certain literature that helped, or something you
heard in a meeting that just resonated with you?
Sharing our experience, strength, and hope is the
enduring principle that may change someone’s
life. Please follow the link below to let everyone
know What Works For You.
https://somdintergroup.org/wwfy.html

1-800-492-0209

To register for this event on-line, follow this link: https://foundersday.org/shop/

To download the complete flyer and registration forms, follow this link: https://somdintergroup.org/docs/
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*Important notes about on-line meetings–

The SMIA will not list a meeting or post flyers where the name of the meeting
includes the vendor host (i.e. Zoom, GoogleMeet, etc). It will simply be listed as
“On-Line” with the preceding name, e.g. Solomon’s On-Line rather than Solomon’s
Zoom.
We will list on-line only meetings, however we must have the full meeting link with
an embedded password and you must include a city or town nearest the hosts
address. We will not list on-line meetings outside of the SMIA service area.
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